Better efficiency
Automated focus, frequency, and time gain compensation (TGC) settings help to shorten operation and exam times.

Better viewing
Expanded image display assists in enhancing screen visibility from a distance.

Better flexibility
View ultrasound images and enter patient data from your Windows® tablet with the ACUSON Freestyle™ mobile link app*.

Better design
Compact, lightweight design enables easy transportation and positioning.

Better timing
Expedited boot-up time gives you “on-demand” access in approximately 30 seconds.

Tailored clarity
Advanced Pixelformer™ technology produces uniformity and clarity throughout the entire field of view.
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Tailored technique
Integrated transducer controls enable remote operation of all imaging parameters.
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The ACUSON Freestyle™ Ultrasound System Enhance clinical and operational efficiencies with advanced ultrasound technologies to take control of your points of care – all at the same time with the ACUSON Freestyle system.

* Operates on a Microsoft® tablet device running Windows® operating system 8.1 or higher. For informational purposes only. Not intended for diagnostic use. The products/features mentioned in this document may not be commercially available in all countries. Due to regulatory reasons, their future availability cannot be guaranteed. Please contact your local Siemens organization for further details.

ACUSON Freestyle and Pixelformer are trademarks of Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc. Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries.